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Supplementary Material 

 

Supplementary Text 1: Cohort of subjects with CBE and Mammography tests. 

Some of the TAMICS participants underwent BC screening tests during the visits. 

Mammography was available for 6,526 women and Clinical Breast Exam (CBE) was 

available for 17,958.  We excluded women with mutated BRCA genes, those who refused 

to conduct a CBE, lacked ID, had more than one record per visit or were diagnosed with 

another type of cancer. We removed all the visits that occurred less than 31 days after the 

previous one. We excluded all subjects with two or more types of cancer unless the only 

other type was skin cancer. In case of more than one BC diagnosis we considered only the 

first one  (see Supplementary Figure 2 for study design).  

The result of the mammography was provided in free text written by the physician and 

transformed by us into binary labels (normal / abnormal) by natural language processing 

of the physician's notes. We classify each subject who was recommended to conduct any 

BC-related follow-up test as positive (abnormal mammography).   The extraction of the 

recommendation from the physician's notes was done using a pattern detection script. All 

phrases after an action verb, such as ‘is required’; ‘recommend’; were extracted and a 

dictionary of words that indicate BC follow-up test (ultrasound, biopsy, trucut etc.) was 

created. We manually reviewed the mammography results and added more action verbs 

and recommendations in several iterations. Finally, we randomly sampled and manually 

reviewed 100 cases to confirm the efficacy of our pattern recognition script.  
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The CBE result was available as free text written by a physician and four binary values that 

represent an abnormal finding in the left/right breast or axilla. We considered the CBE 

result abnormal if one of the binary values was positive. If no values were reported, a BC 

surgeon reviewed the physician's text and determined if there was a positive finding. 

We compared the recommendations that were done by these screening tests to the results 

of the 730-day predictor, computed using data only from the latest visit, in order to evaluate 

the added value of our approach. We binned the risk scores into deciles and the average 

risk score was calculated for each subject.  

CBE had 29.1% sensitivity and 93.7% specificity and 5.1% positive predictive value  

(PPV), while TVsuRF had 12.5% sensitivity and 2.3% PPV for the same specificity. 

Mammography sensitivity, specificity and PPV were 58.3%, 66.1% and 2.7%, 

respectively, and TVsuRF had 41.7% sensitivity and 1.3% PPV  for similar specificity. 

(Note that the results are not directly comparable, as mammography and CBE identify 

current malignancy and TVsuRF computes future disease risk.)  The results in 

Supplementary Figure 3 show the three predictions for women who were subsequently 

diagnosed with BC. Remarkably, the three women with the highest risk score estimated by 

our model were not detected by CBE, and one of them tested negative in mammography 

as well. In contrast, some of the women had lower risk scores but were detected by other 

screening tests.  
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Supplementary Figure 1: BC risk prediction – comparison of TVsuRF to random 

survival forest. Two versions of RSF were applied: Each Visit: All pseudo-intervals were 

used. First Visit: Every visit creates an interval starting at the visit time and ending at the 

time of failure or censoring of the subject. In the two versions, all pseudo-intervals were 

linearly shifted to start at time t=0 since the RSF models are time independent. The 

numbers below the x-axis labels are the average number of BC patients that were available 

across the cross-validation folds for each time interval. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: The CBE and mammography cohorts. Effect of exclusion 

criteria on the members of the TAMICS cohort who conducted a mammography screening 

test for BC and CBE. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3: TVsuRF risk score and BC screening tests results for 

women who subsequently were diagnosed with BC. Green: a normal result; Red: an 

abnormal test; Grey: test unavailable. 1s line: CBE result, 2nd line: mammography result; 

3rd line: the risk score calculated by the TVsuRF model. Patients were ordered from high 

(dark blue) to low (light blue) risk score. 4th line: time from visit to cancer diagnosis. 
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Supplementary Figure 4: PGC risk prediction – comparison of TVsuRF to random 

survival forest.  The same two RSF variants in SFig. 6 were used. The grey dashed line 

represents the (time-independent) AUROC previously reported for the PCPTRC model. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: Number of patients per cancer type. 

Bar plot of the number of individuals who were surveyed in TAMICS and later diagnosed 

with cancer, categorized by gender and type of cancer. 
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